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DDAAIILLYY  QQUUIIZZ--2288    
Directions : Each question given below is followed by 

two arguments numbered I and II you have to decide 

which of the argument is a 'strong' argument and which is 

a ' weak' argument. 
Give answer  

(a) If only argument I is strong,  

(b) if only argument II is strong,  

(c) If either I or II is strong  

(d) if neither I nor II is strong and  

(e) if both I and II are strong. 

1.  Statement : Will the new pollution-free petrol result 

in clean air? 

 Arguments : I. No. Since it is not compulsory to use 

the new petrol, most vehicle users are not doing so. 

 II. Yes, Motor vehicles emission is responsible for 
30% of air pollution. 

2.  Statement : Should coal engines be replaced by 

electric engines in trains? 

 Arguments : I. Yes, coal engines causes a lot of 

pollution. 

 II. No. India does not produce enough electricity to 

fulfil even the domestic needs. 

3.  Statement : Do jails reform prisoners by converting 

their mind against crime? 

 Arguments : I. Yes. they learn some work which 

would keep them to earn their bread and butter when 

they are out of prison.  

 II. No. They will come in contact with new and hard 
boiled criminals and learn new tricks of their old 

profession. 

4.  Statement : Is sun-flower seed oil a good cooking 

medium for heart patients? 

 Arguments : I. Yes. It does not increase cholesterol . 

 II. No. It lacks natural nourishment. 

5.  Statement : Should surnames revaling caste be 

banned in favour of forming a uniform society? 

 Arguments : I. Yes. Such surnames are so funny. 

 II. No. Such surnames establish the identity of a 

person. 
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